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*
WXUAT1ON OF THE MTD IN A HIGH-CLUTTER EwIRONUNT

JOHN R. ANDERSON AND DAVID ~W

M. 1.T. Lin.ol” LatiratO~, Lexington, Massa.h”setts

ABSTUCT

The MTD (Moving Target Detector) is an autO-

mated radar signal and data processing systm de-

signed to improve the performance of air surveil-

lance radars in various fores of clutter while

p~0v1djn9 a LOW OutPut false alam rate.

This paper briefly describes the architectwe

of, the WTD processor and presents the results of a

field evaluation of the system using the AsR-l
terminal radar at Burlington, Vemont.

1. INTRODUCTION

The qoal of the Moving Target Detector develop-

ment is to produce a fully automted surveillance

radar processor capable of providing high detection

probability and low-false slam rate target repoxts
“sing existing and planned Airport surveillance
Wdars and Air Route S“rveilla”ce Radars.

An MTD processor has ““derqo”e a detailed

field evaluation at the B“rlinqton, Vemont teminal
ASR-7 radar site. Preliminary results from another

AsR-l installation at the National Aviation Facili-
ties Experimental center (NmEC) near Atlantic City
are also available. Present plans i“.lude the in-

terfacing of a“ MTD processor to an ASR-S fully

coherent, klystron transmitter teminal radar in
the near f“t”re.

This paper will briefly describe the archi-

tecture of the MTD processing system and present

experimental results indicating the performance of

the system in operational site environments con-

taining ground, rain and bird clutter.

2. MOvING TARGET DETECTOR

2.1 _

A block diagram of the MTD system is shorn in
Figure 2.1-1. The received IF signal from the

radar is smoothly limited to a dynmic ra”qe of 51

dB. The IF and COHO signals are then processed

with a linear receiver to provide in-phase md

quadrature video signals which are smpled “ith 10-
bit A/D .O”verters. This data is stored for the

*This work was sponsored hy the Federal Aviation
Ahinistration. The united states -Verment as-

smes no liability for its ..”tents or use thereof.

remainder of .“ 8-pulse coherent processi”q inter-

val (CP1) in the i“p”t memories of a PMP-2, a par-
allel progr-le signal processor. ‘1] The Siq-

nal processor Perfoms the doppler filtering and

thresholdinq functions and outputs range, azimuth,

dopplez and mplitude i“fomation for each ..11 in
“hich threshold crossinqs are detected. These

threshold crossings are the” sent to a correlation
and interpolation (c & 1) processor, “here they are
first correlated into target reports a“d then cen-

troided in ran9e and azimuth. These targets are
subjected to fixed and adaptive false alarm re-

jection thresholds to prod”.. target reports. Tbe
target reports are finally edited using a sca”-to-
sca” correlator to red”.. the output false alarm

rate to a typical value of 1 false alarm per 4.7
second scan.

2.2 The AsR-l Radar

The ASR-7 is a magnetron transmitter teminal

radm whose basic parameters are as follows:

A. imuth Bemwidth 1.5°

Pulsewidth 0.833 v.

Instrumented m“qe 60 mi
Rotation Rate 12.5 SPM

wavelength 0.107 M (2.8 GHz)

wansmitter Peh Po”er 425 kw

Receiver Noise Fiq”re 4.75 dB

tie. used for MTD operation, the radar is oper-
ated in = block- staggered mode with Pm. of 900 and

1100 Hz. The Pm is alternated each CP1 to elimi-

nate single Pm blind speeds and increase the like-

lihood of detectinq aircraft with -iguo”s doppler
velocities in rain .I”tter. Since the MTD proces-
sor, compared to the existing MT1 Processor, PrO-

vides more coherent integration gain and improved

clutter rej eCtiOn, it is necess=y to increase tbe
stability of tbe radar system. To do this the SR-7

st.lo bas been replaced with a phase-locked crystal

oscillator and an -c servo system bas been added
to the magnet,.”. 1“ this .Onfig”ration the stabil-
ity (Dc-to-residue ratio) of various MR-7 radars

has been measured to be within the range 40 dB to
47 dB sinqle pulse. This insttiility is believed
to be the result of phase noise in the COHO locking

and magnetron frequency instabilities. To be of a
level such that it would “ot deqrade the perfor-

mance of the MTD in clutter, a transmitter stabili-
ty of qreater than 50 dB would be required. This

level is nominally achieved with the kSR-S (klystron

mplifier) radar system.
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3. MTD SIGNU PROCESSOR

3.1 _

The basic MTD Signal processing Structure is
a bank of eiqht 8-Pulse FIR filters. One of the..

filters includes zero doppler velocity a“d is
thresholded using a time averaged ground clutter
map. The seven non-zero filters are thresholded

“sinq a sliding window range CFAR.

3.2 Wppler Filter Design

The zero velocity filter was designed as a

linear phase equi.ipple low-pass filter[21 with
the pass band width equal to that Part of the

doppler spectrm not covered by tbe seven remaining
filters. Stop band side lobes have been constrained

to provide qood detection per fo-nce in rain cl”t-

ter. The filter coefficients have been quantized to
4 bits plus Sign.

~he non-zero filters have been desi ned “sing
?the tech”iq”e of Deting a“d Ho fstetter’3 to ap-

prOxim.t. th. Optim~ fiilter fOr interference cOm-
posed of 40 dB (sin91e pulse) ground CIUtt.r re-
t“... with the antenna modulation spect.m, P1”S a

component which is white in doppler except in the
vicinity of the target frequency, intended to re-

pre.e.t rain .?.tter. Target freq”e”cies were

chosen for seven doppler frequencies spaced across
the band. The filters have been further con-

strained by foxci”q the realized system function,

H(z) , to be zero at z = 1 when filters are quan-
tized to 5 or 6 bits plus sign. This is to reduce

the effect of coefficient q“antization on the re-
sponse to the scanning modulated ground clutter.

To increase computation efficiency, filters 5, 6
and 7 have bee” take” to be tbe complex COnj”qates
of filters 1, 2 and 3.

3.3 Zero Filter ThresholdinT

The o“tp”t of the zero velocity filter is time
averaged “sing a si”qle pole filter for each ranqe-
CP1 cell (approximately 500,000 cells) . Various

time constants for this filter have been tested,
with the “omi”al value equal to 16 scans. This

filter is thresholded usinq a threshold ““ltiplier

to a desiq”ed noise false =Ia=m ate Of 10-5.

3.4 No”-zero Filter Thresholdi”g

The non-zero velocity filters are thresholded

“sing a sliding window range CFAR threshold i“
which the six ranqe cells precedi”q a“d the seven

ra”qe cells followi”q the cell being thresholded
a“d the two adj ace”t ..11s are mplit”de averaged
and multiplied by a threshold to prod”.. a noise

false alarm rate of 10-5 per filter. This coxres-

pOnd, tO a tOtal fal$e slam rate of about 30 per
SCa”. 1“ the Presence of larqe DC “.1”,s a frac-

tion (dependent on filter) of the zero filter o“t-
p“t is added to the CFAR threshold to control the
false slam data rate.

4. POST-DETECTION pROCESS ING uGORImm

4.1 _

The post-detection data processing CO”sists of

target correlation and interpolation, fixed and

adaptive thresholding, and scan- to-s.a” correlation.
All post-pro. essinq functions simply filter data to
remove false alarms. O“tp”t reports consist of ac-

tual measured target positions. No smoothing i.

per fomed on data that is o“tp”t to display systems
a“d no track identification is added.

4.2 Fixed- Ranqe and Azimuth-Dependent
Thresholdin~

The purpose of this nodule is to remove those

reports which are due to the presence of automotive

traffic or qround .l”tter whose amplitude is greater

than that for which the filter bad is designed.
This is accomplished by having a map with high
spatial resolution (1/4 mi by 2.8°] which is used

to store an encoded value indicating the selection
of one of two different threshold values with a

doppler weighting corresponding to either the scan-

ning modulation residue doppler spectru, to be
dsed in severe ground clutter areas, or a flat dop-
pler weighting which is used to remove ground traf-
fic. These thresholds are applied to the raw re-

ports before the target correlation process.

4.3 Tarqet Correlation a“d l“terpolatio”

In this processin9 module targets are first

grOuped intO clusters On the basis Of ran9e and
azimuth adjacency. Each cl”,ter is then centroided

“sing a ‘-center of mass,, (first moment weighted by

mplitude) estimtion to prod”.. a cemtroided ranqe
and azim”tb. At this point a report ,-quality” is
assiqned to the target which is a value extracted

from the target parmeters representing an estimate
of the variance of the azimuth measurement. A
,Sconfide”ce<, value is also assigned indicating the

likelihood of the report being a false alarm.

4.4 Adaptive Target Thresholdi”g

At many sites the occurrence of targets due to

birds or ,,ar,gels,,is a COmon occurrence. tigel

reports have bee” observed to have a rouqhly 109

normal amplitude distribution with a mean cross

section of approximately -25 dBSM (square meter) .
1“ contrast the population of aircraft targets has
an apparent mean ..0ss section (including beam
10SSSS) of slightly less than 0 dBSM. Thus there

exists with sufficient integration a way to de-
temine if angel false alarms are present in a
given target sample. A. exmple of the cross

section population of birds and aircraft targets

from Bur1in9t0., Vemont is 9iven in Figure 4.4-1.

As the distributions overlap, it is impossible to
precisely detemi”e whether a particular report is

d“e to an aircraft or a bird. lgstead we attempt
to limit the angel false alarm rate to a fixed

maximm value with as little 10SS in aircraft
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detection as possible. Tbe method used to ac-

complish this is to integrate over a space-doppler

area for s“fficlent time to accurately mke an

estimate of the angel false slam rate, and if this
exceeds a predefine value (nominally 60 per scan

in the entire coverage area) the threshold for that
..11 is raised. If the rate is significantly less

tba” the acceptable false slam rate, the threshold
is lowered.

me to the conflict between fast response and
sufficient target statistics we have implanted

this thresholding as a series of two sequential

filters. The first integrates over a relatively

long time (%200 se.) “si”g fine spatial cells (16

sq mi by 3 doppler bins) , the second is much
faster acting (%5 se. ) integrating over the entire

coverage space for, ranges less than 20 ~i again
rising 3 doppler bins. The purpose of this organi-

zation is to a.hie”e fast response at tbe onset of

false slams while providing localized atten”atio”
for longer lived phenomena. m exmple of the Per-
formance of this algorith i“ bea~ anvel condi-

tions is given i“ Fig”r. 4.4-2 using data from

NMEC .

4.5 scan-to-scan Correlation

The targets which survive the adaptive
thresholding process are then input to tbe sca”-to-
sca” .Orrelator. The scan-to-sea” correlator “Ses

tracking a190riths to edit the reports to remove
those false slams which do “ot have the scan-to-
sca” position relationship expected of an aircraft
target. A significant property of the design of

the MTD tracker was the decision not to place a

lower limit on the velocity of the tracks. This
was done to avoid s“ppressi”g tbe detection of

helicopters and small aircraft i“ head winds. The

ability to “ot enforce this restriction is i“ the
most part provided by the effectiveness of the

adaptive thresholding in reducing tbe angel false
alarm rates. To remove stationary false alarms,

the output of targets correlated with tracks “hi.h
have never been greater than 1/4 mi frm tbe

Position of track initiation is suppressed.

The pro.essi”y of this modnle is relatively

straightforward. First input targets are associated

with tracks on tbe basis of a .Omlized error dis-

tance from the track predicted Fsition. Non-

unique track-target associations are then resolved
and targets corre1atin9 with tracks older than 2
scans are output to tbe display system. The
tracks which have been correlated with a target are

updated using the tar9et quality to determine the

amount of smoothing to be used in the azimuth pre-
diction. Tracks not associated with targets are
v,coa~te~ for up to 3 s..”s (depending on age) a“d

are then dropped. All uncorrelated targets which

are not low confidence are retained for “se in

startinq new tracks on the next scan. The current
implementation of the MTDtracker uses a, 6 smOOth-

i“g (a,B dependent on tar9et qualitY) ‘n an x,Y

coordinate system for track prediction when the

track is at ranges less than 6 mi and a P, 0 co-

ordinate systm when the track is outside this

range.

5. PEWOMNCE W&UATION ~SULTS I

5.1 Introduction

As of this “riting approximately 250 hours of

recorded MTD data are available from the B“rli”gtOn

a“d N~EC radars containing information on targets

of opportunity and planned test flights. The

Burlington site is characterized by areas of ex-
tremely high amplitude gro””d clutter, the largest

ground clutter ret”r”s ex.eedi”g 70 dB single-pulse

clutter-to-noise at the STC output. Fig. 5.1-1 i.

a PlOt of Burlington ground clntter greater than 40
dB C/N. The NWEC site is “ot a severe test of

9r0und .lutter capability. HOwever, 1ar9e ;Prs
of angel ret”r”s are freq”e”tly observed.

NWEC site is also equipped with a co-rotating DABS
mo”opulse beacon system which provides aircraft al-

titude information and an independent measurement

of aircraft position.

5.2 Overall Perf orna”ce

The mD has demonstrated reliable automated

low false alarm rate performance in a variety of
weather and clutter e“viroments. The mean output

false slam rate of the MTn pxocessor is approxi-

mately O.3 per SC.” with output f.1s. slam rates

of ahve 2 per ...” being very rare. Pi9. 5.2-1
shows 100 scan (approximately 8 min. ) plots of
interpolated target reports and tbe o“tp”t of the

Surveillance processor with data from B“rlingtQn,
Vemont. - isolated plot of res”lt$ from a o“e-

ho”r flight test using a Piper Navajo (mea” cross

section approximately +3 dBsml is 9iven i. Fi9ure
5.2-2. During this test flight the aircraft was

detected with an overall probability of 0.94. AP-

prOximatelY 300 scans Of the f1i9ht arel;t~
clutter areas southwest of the radar.

areas the detection probability is 0.86. The mid-

doppler-band subcl”tter visibility at B“rli”gton is

limited to about 36 dB d“. to the radar system

instability noise (-42 dB single pulse for the

Burlington radar) and can be improved with a fully
coherent transmitter. Wer very luge .l*,tter,

edge doppler filter (filter 1, 2, 6 and 7) detec-
tion is further limited by scanning modulation of

ground clutter larger than that for which the
filter bati is optimized.

The azimuth accuracy of the wEC sensor has
hen characterized “sing the D-S beacon system,

which bas a geasured one standard deviation azimuth
error of .03 , as a reference. Tbe MTD azimuth
error distribution as show on Fig. 5.2-3 is com-

Prised Of a central nO;~l pOPnlatiOn with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.10 when corre.ted fOr qua?ti-
zation effects, and a second smaller component of

considerably greater variance which is due to the
structured error associated with interpolation pro-
cessing of low quality targets. Tbe ran9e error

population measured this way is essentially nomal
“itb a stadard deviation of 200 ft. The majority

of this error is believed to be due to the varia-
tion in the beacon transponder delay. A measure-

ment of the range error using a procedure of a

least squares fit of a second order c=ve to non-

maneuvering tracks yields a one standard deviation

range error of approximately 100 ft.
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ThrOughO”t the testing, the mTD, detection per-

foman.e in rain has bee” shorn to be soperior to
that of existing MT1 SYsems. Fig. 5.2-4 shows the

detection of a“ ai.craft in rain of 30 dB SIN.

6. CONCLUS1ON

A long-term demonstration of MTD per form...
in a difficult FM field environment has shorn that
the use of modern Signal/data processing techniques

does support automation of teminal area surveil-
1.”.. radar systems. The field te~ results also

show that the automat ed radar ctii ned wit h a “od-

ern beacon system improves the overall sensor s“r-
veilla”ce performance.

MTD PROCESSING

Fig. 2.1-1. MTD Processing Block Diagrm
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BURLINGTON VT. GROUND CLUTTER (40dB S/N)

Fig. 5.1-1. B“rlington, Vemo”t Ground Clutter (40 dB S/N)
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